Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. skunk, skyline, skiing, ski, skyscraper

   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

2. rainbow, reindeer, raindrop, railroad, raincoat

   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

3. craftsman, crank, cranky, craft, crawl

   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

4. measure, May, measurement, maze, mayor

   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________

5. trapeze, trapper, treatment, traveler, treasure

   __________, __________, __________, __________, __________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. skunk, skyline, skiing, ski, skyscraper

   ski, skiing, skunk, skyline, skyscraper

2. rainbow, reindeer, raindrop, railroad, raincoat

   railroad, rainbow, raincoat, raindrop, reindeer

3. craftsman, crank, cranky, craft, crawl

   craft, craftsman, crank, cranky, crawl

4. measure, May, measurement, maze, mayor

   May, mayor, maze, measure, measurement

5. trapeze, trapper, treatment, traveler, treasure

   trapeze, trapper, traveler, treasure, treatment